
1. Introduction

E ngineering companies design and produce
engineering equipment and systems. Some
of them have relatively mature operations

model, capable of providing total solutions and
turn-key systems to the clients, with customers helping
contribute good revenue and profits, yet their unstable
product quality followed by gradually raised costs for
after-sales maintenance and repair becomes a big defi-
ciency for such companies.

The purpose of this report is to help explore and
discuss some possible issues which may contribute
more or less to this deficiency and then to seek solu-
tions for better operations management. One limitation
should be noted that: business numbers cannot be ac-
cessed, so quantitative analysis is not provided.

Methodologies such as performance control sys-
tem, material management, quality management and

inter-relationships management were learned from,
while adopted techniques and tools contain: EOQ,
TQM, ISO approach, Six Sigma, ServQual, val-
ue-chain approach and PDCA.

The report consists of two main sections: problem
analysis and reflections on the key questions, which
contain both problem statement and a range of possi-
ble ways for solution; and a set of practical recommen-
dations with their justification and sensible actions.

2. Problem Analysis and Reflections on the
Key Questions

2.1 Problem Analysis
Since the companies are designer and manufacturer of
equipment and systems in the field of engineering,
there exist various issues in different phases, leading to
the gradually raised costs for after-sales maintenance
and repair as the current deficiency, which are ad-
dressed below separately.
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2.1.1 Issue One – Quality Problems with Purchase
and Outsourcing
At the very beginning of internal supply chain, the col-
lection of materials could be done through both com-
ponent purchase and equipment or subsystem out-
sourcing from a large number of different suppliers
and subcontractors.

For some big companies, a separated purchase de-
partment implements centralized purchase function[1]. It
has many advantages such as: 耶better price爷, preferen-
tial satisfaction by the supplier, well trained and fo-
cused purchase group who can better monitor and pro-
vide specialized suggestion to supplier, standardization
of purchase procedure, and saved transport.

However, many kinds of quality issues are likely
to happen due to defective purchase standard, unfixed
outsourcing channel, corruption and theft, and lack of
monitoring and evaluation. This could become much
worse when the client needs total solution and
turn-key product.
2.1.2 Issue Two – Wasted Repetition at the R&D
Stage
Engineering companies can adopt pull system and/or
push system as operations manner, and gain profits by
both universal goods and customized contract accord-
ingly.

When it manufactures or launches mass produc-
tion of the universal goods, namely off-the-shelf prod-
uct, no extra money or time is put into R&D, but the
manufacture department becomes the kernel section in
this case.

However, when it comes to customer-tailored
contracts for total solution and turn-key system, each
new contract takes relatively a long time, usually from
months to a year, for proposal making, R&D including
design reviews at certain phases, which mostly happen
in R&D department.

Take electronics engineering system for example,
from the prospective of hardware, it is integrated from
several subsystems, each of which is again composed
of some complete built units, which are built up from
processing units and peripheral circuits etcetera. It is a
complicated project, along with the software functions
realization including delicate programming and debug-
ging in every hardware section. For successful and
speedy delivery, it is necessary for an engineering

company to accumulate technological strength and ap-
ply the same or similar technology to customized but
internally connected projects.

Many companies, in this regard, try to adopt the
same R&D teams, same or similar technology and de-
sign steps for customized but internally connected pro-
jects, however, most of them cannot be called mature
and even not standardized. For example, neither a new
coming hardware technician or engineer could get a
modularized or standardized hardware plan to follow
with, nor even an experienced engineer has a mature
software database to pick up the basic program from. It
causes severely redundant repetition at the R&D stage,
resulting in not only a big waste of manpower and
time, but also insecure product quality.
2.1.3 Issue Three – Quality Control Defects
According to Wright[1], quality consideration is always
very vital for an organization to compete in the nation
and further in the global market, which influences the
customer satisfaction directly, and also plays back on
the utilization efficiency of resources.

Engineering companies cannot always be defined
as good practitioners on quality control, with possible
defects described below.

渊1冤Although complying with either national or
international quality standards during design and man-
ufacture, companies seldom invite a third party as a
quality supervisor, but rely on their own quality de-
partment for quality control.

渊2冤When quality issue or incident emerges, be-
sides the correction, formal actions are taken to dig out
the true reason and to avoid reoccurring, but this is far
from enough and they need standards to conform with
and statistical approach to solve the problem of unsta-
ble product quality.
2.1.4 Issue Four–Departmental Cooperation Problems
A complete engineering company may run various
functional departments, including R&D department,
departments of new technology, manufacture, batch
production, marketing & sales, projects surveillance,
QC and purchase, as well as IT help centre and other
managerial departments like HR, covering each step of
value adding processes, along with support of non-val-
ue adding processes. Such companies have its own
work teams for product design, manufacture and mar-
keting. It sometimes produces a big saving on product
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lead time and the costs, compared with smaller compa-
nies, which may need more product lead time and
costs for development and delivery, as they only con-
duct manufacture or design, and so their contracting
with distributors or agencies are needed. Yet, at least
three usual deficiencies lie in a complete engineering
company爷s traditional operations management regard-
ing departmental cooperation, which could lead to un-
stable product quality.

渊1冤Isolation between any two departments, re-
sulting in staff aware of neither another department爷s
objectives within a certain project, nor the final goal
and target of the whole project. They usually only care
about their intermediate product as the departmental
outcome and the specific interests of their department,
which actually causes failure of departmental commu-
nications.

渊2冤Although the overall project planning is well
organized by some managerial department, less effec-
tive and inefficient implementing and controlling of
project due to both weakness of the project manager,
and lack of relevant mechanism and technology such
as IT strategy for the project being processed and con-
trolled smoothly as a whole.

渊3冤Unhappy workers due to unbalanced profits
and thus thinner monthly rewards compared with staff
in other departments, also contribute to the unstable
product quality. The new technology department, for
example, which does not meet the external client di-
rectly, but takes R&D department as its internal client
instead, does 耶not show up on the value chain爷[1], thus
it generated some unhappy workers in response.
2.1.5 Overall Problem Statement
Targeting the unstable product quality and thus gradu-
ally raised costs for after-sales maintenance and repair,
an overall problem statement thus can be drawn from
the above analyses.

渊1冤At the stage of collecting resources, some
quality issues are likely to happen due to defective
purchase standard, unfixed outsourcing channel, and
lack of monitoring and evaluation.

渊2冤Databases in R&D department are yet to be
established. This causes severely redundant repetition
at the R&D stage, resulting in not only a big waste of
manpower and time, but also unstable product quality.

渊3冤I n regards to quality control, engineering

companies need standards to conform with and statisti-
cal approach to solve the problem of unstable product
quality. Besides, they need more participation of
third-party supervisory unit.

渊4冤For the departmental cooperation, lack of mu-
tual understanding and communications, weak top-lev-
el project management with new technological strategy
and unhappy worker caused from developmental un-
balance between departments also contribute to the fo-
cused deficiency.
2.2 Possible Ways of Solution
2.2.1 Reflections on Quality Problem with Purchase
and Outsourcing
With different natures of products, engineering compa-
nies take different supply chain strategies, for example,
the pull system which generally corresponds to the
batch production of universal goods without cus-
tomer爷s anticipation; and the push system which is al-
ways for the customized contract and will not start val-
ue adding process until customer input. Accordingly,
there are two operations structures shown as below[1].

Figure 1. Two Operations Structures
As can be seen from the figure above, the 耶store爷

of resources comes at an early stage no matter which
structure the operations take, so it needs to be strictly
monitored and controlled. Meanwhile, compared to
structure a), structure b) with the input of client爷s
耶push爷 needs more emphasized concerns for both
component purchase and subsystem outsourcing, espe-
cially for the coloured 耶V爷 due to its strictly schedul-
ing demand or otherwise compromised quality of re-
sources.

For the purchase and outsourcing problems men-
tioned at 2.1.1, suggestions are economic order quanti-
ty (EOQ), 耶supply chain approach爷 which requires
耶close relationship with suppliers爷[1], accuracy of 耶stock
records爷[1] through various actions and IT strategy like
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耶barcode爷 and RFID, and a new systematic method for
supplier selection, procedure monitoring and assess-
ment after purchase and outsourcing.
2.2.2 Reflections on Wasted Repetition at the R&D
Stage
Several strategies for developing a new product were
mentioned by Wright [1], among which the first two
strategies could be observed in engineering companies:

Some organizations will position themselves as
market leaders; this can be a high-risk strategy as time
and money will be required to develop and set up the
infrastructure needed. On the other hand, being first in
the market can reap large benefits.

Others will seek to imitate the innovations of oth-
er organizations and will attempt to join the initial
growth phase of a new product.

When an engineering company tries to be an in-
dustrial leader in its own area, it is not strange for it to
simultaneously take the above two strategies. For those
strategies, Wright [1] also suggested necessary condi-
tions including 耶lead time, from concept to market,
has to be minimized爷. So, the relatively long time
from months to a year, for a new product or system爷s
proposal making, R&D and design reviews at certain
phases, must be minimized in the R&D department of
engineering companies.

One of the solutions is to establish various
databases to avoid severely redundant R&D repetition,
and to further and gradually achieve R&D standardiza-
tion as the second step.
2.2.3 Reflections on Quality Control Defects
Quality management improvement involves sufficient
investment and manpower input and yet cannot make
obvious profit immediately. Furthermore, the best
quality doesn爷t mean the highest profit, which can be
seen from the following figure.

Obviously in the figure 2, the point of 耶quality
level for minimum quality cost爷 probably cannot reach
customer爷s satisfaction, let alone exceed it. So, the
quality control defects are likely due to the following
reasons:

渊1冤Budget limit or just keep the investment at the
lowest level of COQ

渊2冤There are more important focuses like fast de-
livery, quantity and high technology etcetera

渊3冤Currently sound relationship with existing

customers
It seems acceptable to some engineering compa-

nies with still relatively stable annual profits, and it
saves money by using their own quality control depart-
ment, however speaking in a long term, the possible
accumulation of quality risks, contract violations, ad-
ministration costs due to after-sales maintenance and
repairs, and the loss of customer and even reputation
cannot be neglected. On the contrary, Wright[1] said the
耶higher quality爷 will eventually result in cost reduc-
tion, profit rising, 耶growth and survival爷.

From analysis above, it is an immediate necessity
for engineering companies to strengthen their quality
control management, through a wide exploration of
TQM, ISO approach, Six Sigma and ServQual.
2.2.4 Reflections on Departmental Cooperation Prob-
lems
While enjoying the advantages brought from a whole
set of departments providing functions from purchase
to delivery, which saves time and resources, three
mentioned issues relating to departmental cooperation
may all be caused from: compared with the business
supply chain including suppliers and customers, the
company management perhaps doesn爷t pay enough at-
tention to the inner operations, which should also be
treated technically as the internal supply chain. Actual-
ly, similar with supply chain approach, many actions
relating to inter-relationships can be taken for improv-
ing departmental problems.

As Wright [1] mentioned, modern supply chain
takes all steps and elements within it as a whole, aim-
ing at the same objective. Also it is an open system by
sharing information among all participants, and is opti-

Figure 2. Cost of Quality (COQ)
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mized by technical strategies like IT approach. The
best supply chain takes care of benefits of all members
other than focusing on manufacturer爷s profit by sacri-
ficing that of supplier or distributor. All these features
and methods can also apply well to the internal supply
chain.

3. Recommendations

The four issues discussed above seem indepen-
dent with each other, but actually as they lead to the
same deficiency of the unstable quality, some may
have common reasons and mechanisms, such as lack
of standardization, so that they can and are better to be
treated or remedied as a whole for efficiency and con-
sistency. The modern operations management involves
development and optimization which covers the whole
value adding process from material to the customer
and also engages the necessary non-value adding activ-
ities within the company. As a result, a range of re-
sponses drawn from operations management system,
concerning engineering company爷s actual issues, are
suggested as following, each supported by justification
and implementation steps.
3.1 Introduce Performance Control

Some engineering firms lack of performance con-
trol and standard of performance. The project manager
conventionally relies on old experience, sets up every
step for purchase, R&D, production, quality control
and delivery, which looks like very systematic and
convincing. However it will cost much more for any
remedy or correction, either before or after product de-
livery.

On the contrary, the most essential point of the
modern performance control system emphasizes set-
ting up the standard before any substantial action,
since the earlier the setting up of standard, the better
performance can be achieved with less budget. Like-
wise, 耶the more detailed the plan, the more control can
be achieved爷[1].

Actually, performance control system needs to be
adopted, due to the following reasons:

渊1冤The purchase and outsourcing including sup-
plier selection, channel monitoring, and corruption and
theft prevention has to meet some standard for proce-
dure improvement.

渊2冤The R&D database itself is a standard and al-
so needs feedback, measurement and adjustment.

渊3冤Performance control system is especially use-
ful against the quality control defects, since the perfor-
mance of the product quality impact directly on satis-
faction level of the customer.

The best performance control lies in four steps[1]:
formulate standards, collect performance feedback,
measure and evaluate, and adjust actions, to imple-
ment which in engineering firms, there would be at
least these considerations[1]:

渊1冤Compared with service provider, 耶hard mea-
surement criteria爷 are more important to a manufactur-
ing company and easier to formulate, so the first step
can involve making criteria of purchase cost, outsourc-
ing delivery time, R&D lead time, production quantity
and number of customer complains etcetera, while soft
criteria are also required like friendly human machine
interface, easy to learn by customer, aesthetic outline,
and enthusiastic and helpful on-site staff and trainers.

渊2冤since the feedback has to be accurate, identifi-
able and timely, companies need to set up regular
feedback collection mechanism, with responsibility as-
signed to certain staff, for the voice both from cus-
tomer or end user, and from the department as another
department爷s internal client.

渊3冤The comparison between actual performance
and the expected one has to follow right instructions,
otherwise staff can pick out lots of extra information
and concentrate, which is wasting, especially in bigger
companies with many employees and departments.

渊4冤Put the adjustment and correction at a low
level to the greatest extent, which saves time and de-
creases misunderstanding during information transfer.
Meanwhile, the decision-making staff has to be 耶well
trained爷 and empowered to appropriate extent. The
correlation between departments should also be con-
sidered so as not to take action while sacrificing per-
formance of another department.
3.2 Adopt Material Management Techniques on
Purchase and Outsourcing
As a main section of material management, purchase
and outsourcing management can be considerably im-
proved by various mature techniques.

渊1冤The economic order quantity (EOQ) is used
to calculate and suggest the best order amount, so as to
avoid surplus order induced by corruption, and conse
quently out-of-date quality problem, or when R&D de-
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mand and new technological reserve requirement may
lead to extra purchase and outsourcing.

a)Step 1 [1]: make sure that the assumption is ten-
able, containing constant and visible demand, timely
and right delivery, and no damage or theft happening.

b)Step 2 [1]: use 耶Q = 2DO
PH姨 爷 where: Q = re-

order quantity; D = Annual demand; O = Cost of each
order; P = Price per unit; H = Inventory holding cost.

渊2冤While engineering firms sometimes keep a
large number of stock on hand, the accuracy of 耶stock
records爷 counts a lot[1]. Various actions and regulations
can be utilized, as well as IT strategies like EPC and
RFID.

渊3冤Establishment of 耶close relationship with sup-
pliers爷[1] suits for loyal suppliers with quality and time
assurance, meanwhile, a systematic and strict proce-
dure for new supplier selection, and purchase monitor-
ing and assessment after purchase and outsourcing
should be created, not only by the purchase depart-
ment, but also all other relative sections including
R&D and mass production.

渊4冤Select as many domestic resources as possible
to reduce logistics cost and suppliersmanagement cost[2].
3.3 Establish R&D Databases and Further Stan-
dardization
As analyzed before, the redundant R&D repetition can
be eliminated by establishment of R&D databases, and
further technical standardization would help improve
company competitiveness.

For establishing and using databases:
渊1冤Determine and set up database entrance stan-

dards for different working groups separately.
渊2冤Manage databases by specific staff and get

them updated under principle of PDCA.
渊3冤When designing a new product, conduct de-

mand determination, 耶systematic and rapid screening
of various alternatives爷, select design and program
prototypes from databases, and then add no change or
less change to the exiting prototypes for development[1].

The technical standardization is also a necessary
step for engineering firms, which helps obtain interop-
erability and compatibility with global market, so as to
achieve industrial recognition and 耶networking oppor-
tunities爷 with international experts. Moreover, it helps
gain the improvement of product quality, high-level

testability complying with international testing stan-
dard, and higher competitiveness[3].

Standardization library, a popular name of the
above concept, was also studied by Yi and Tang[4],
who proposed a management committee for the li-
brary爷s planning, construction, operation, maintenance
and effects, an office for its dynamic management and
rule making regarding reward-and-punishment etceter-
a, a technical expert group for selection criteria, and a
product expert group responsible for application pre-
view and evaluation of the selected module.
3.4 Strengthen Quality Management
The suggestion for quality management begins from
exploration of the four levels: 耶inspection, control, as-
surance爷 and total quality management (TQM)[1]. It爷s
not hard for engineering companies to reach the sec-
ond level – quality control, which means they can
inspect and correct errors, then find out the causes,
and finally take measures to 耶prevent errors reoccur-
ring爷[1].

With the target of the quality assurance, compa-
nies need to set up standards and norms to conform
with rigidly. Furthermore, the final goal, TQM re-
quires a 耶TQM culture爷[1] from the top management to
the bottom, and cannot be achieved in a short time.

Although most American and European firms
prefer quick results other than Japanese manner[1], it is
recommended that engineering companies aim at
TQM for its long-term technological and service de-
velopment.

To eventually launch the goal of TQM, the fol-
lowing five steps are recommended:

渊1冤Use ServQual approach to investigate cus-
tomer爷s expectation and the 耶five gaps爷[1].

渊2冤By complying with ISO series, set up quality
assurance standards respectively for different kinds of
product, respectively for off-the-shelf one and special-
ized one.

渊3冤Establish feedback quick gathering mecha-
nism and formulate a whole quality control system in-
volving departments of quality control, R&D, manu-
facture, batch production, new technology, project
surveillance and purchase, as well as IT help centre.

渊4冤Adopt thoughts of Six Sigma and conduct sta-
tistical approach, arming at TQM.

渊5冤Invite third-party supervisory company when
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appropriately, according to project.
Quality management in engineering firms can also

be improved by use of procedure design, starting from
project design, project plan review, to intermediate in-
spection and final acceptance (test), following an idea
regarding to quality management in college innovation
and entrepreneurship project proposed byWang[5].
3.5 Improve Departmental Cooperation by Explor-
ing Inter-relationships
Without employee working harmoniously and even
conscious of the project common goal, when each de-
partment focuses on its own interests, or with direction
of no powerful project manager, managerial adjust-
ment on relationships between departments in engi-
neering companies is needed.
For the three usual issues discussed at 2.1.4, five steps
are recommended below.

渊1冤According to 耶bunker mentalities爷 [1], the pro-
ject objective and the goal of each phase should be
open to every department. Also their outcomes爷 fea-
tures and specifications should be shared with each
other for the better project performance and final prod-
uct quality.

渊2冤By adopting 耶value-chain approach爷, the pro-
ject manager or the operations manager should break
the 耶functional boundaries爷[1], and take control of ev-
ery step of the internal value-chain, from purchase to
delivery. Other non-value adding functions like HR
should also be considered as a whole by the manage-
ment. The controlling methods for engineering project
contains Gantt chart and WBS etcetera.

渊3冤Some necessary agreements should be
reached between departments, otherwise a third party
should be introduced for arbitration[6].

渊4冤Just like supply chain management, inter-rela-
tionships management should also pay attention to in-
formation and material flows, with help of IT strategy,
so as to connect departments substantially.

渊5冤According to Wright [1], for unhappy workers,
who also disturb the final product quality, many mea-
sures can be taken such as: atmosphere for self-moti-
vation, higher recognition and responsibility, and ex-
pectations 耶for growth and advancement爷.
3.6 Other Recommendations for Operations Im-
provement
Except for the above five well-directed suggestions,

modern operations management also involves many
other concepts which can be utilized to target the un-
stable product quality, save the costs and finally
achieve better operations management. The below
points are just to name a few.

渊1冤Make better workforce scheduling [7], on one
hand, tailor each project team to the approximately
minimized scope as regard to the labour costs and
some costs relevant to employees爷 behaviors like theft
and waste of time. On the other hand, enhance job sat-
isfaction which is basically affected by 耶wages, retire-
ment funds, number of leave days爷 as well as work
place selection, accident prevention, morning tea, team
building etcetera.

渊2冤Logistics planning can be detailed and veri-
fied as per different situations, including transportation
by air, train, or sea, time and route selection, transport
company selection, how many people would go escort-
ing. If subcontract is needed then the scope of the sub-
contracted part is essential to a successful outcome and
effectiveness. In the meantime, according to Florian [7],
logistics impacts on both environmental and social
perspectives should be fully regarded.

渊3冤In the approval phase of a new product, defi-
nite specifications and conditions of design change
should be concluded with client so as to avoid any in-
formal design change in the development phase, which
could lead to product cost increase [8] and also a com-
promised quality.
3.7 Evaluate the Recommendations
All the recommendations above need to be assessed
during or after implementation. If ideally assessed dur-
ing the implementation with a small step each time,
the PDCA principle can be utilized.

Figure 3. PDCA
At the phase of 耶check爷, checklist can be created

both for the immediate change, and the ultimate target
of stable high product quality and then greatly de
creased costs for after-sales maintenance and repair.
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